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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between managerial skills and
effectiveness in a cross-cultural setting to determine their applicability.
Design/methodology/approach – Data from 7,606 managers in 5 countries from a large
multinational firm were analyzed using structural equation modeling to assess all relationships
simultaneously and reduce error effects.
Findings – The results support the cross-cultural validity of the model of managerial
skills-effectiveness. Few cross-cultural differences were found. Interactive skills had greater positive
impact on attitudes than initiating skills. Pressuring skills had a negative impact on attitudes. None of
the skill sets were related to job performance.
Research limitations/implications – Using a single firm and industry to control for other cultural
levels may limit the generalizability of the results. Only three skill sets were assessed and one
coarse-grained measure of culture was used. These factors may account for the few cultural differences
observed.
Practical implications – Training programs for managers going overseas should develop both
interactive and initiating skills sets, as both had a positive impact on attitudes across cultures.
Originality/value – The model of managerial skills and effectiveness was validated across five
cultures. The use of structural equation modeling ensures that the results are not an artifact of the
measures and represents a more direct test for cross-cultural differences. Managing successfully across
cultures may require fewer unique skills, with more emphasis placed on using basic management skills
having positive impact.


Keywords Leadership, Management development, Cross-cultural management, Management skills


Paper type Research paper


Managers are being challenged to manage effectively in different cultures as
multinationals become a major, if not dominant, form of business. Prior research
suggests that the practice of management in various parts of the world differs (Hofstede,
1983; Hofstede and Hofstede, 2005; House et al., 2004). This study focuses on identifying
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differing effective patterns of managerial skills across a relatively wide range of
cultures. The purpose of this study is to learn how different cultures value selected
managerial skills by examining cross-cultural differences in the use of those skills and
differences in the associations between those skills, and employees’ attitudes and
managerial performance. The underlying assumption is that effective managerial skills
result in more favorable subordinate attitudes and better managerial performance in
terms of producing results that positively impact organizational objectives.


A skill-based model for predicting managerial effectiveness (Shipper and Davy,
2002) serves as the framework for this study. The model is expanded in this study to
include more managerial skills and the concept of social or national culture. Both
differences in the use of skills and the relationships between the use of these skills and
managerial effectiveness in terms of positive employees’ attitudes and managerial
performance are examined among five cultures. The purpose is to determine the
prevalence and effectiveness of the skills in a variety of cross-cultural settings. This
knowledge is important for global firms, as they increasingly must transfer managers to
operate their facilities abroad.


The review of the literature that follows begins by describing the management skill
constructs that are the focus of the study and the skill-based model that links the skills
to effectiveness. Second, the concept of culture is discussed and embedded into a general
model delineating the relationship between managerial skills and effectiveness in a
cross-cultural setting. Subsequently, the impact that culture has on the
skills– effectiveness relationship is described and summarized in the form of two
propositions and a set of hypotheses. The remainder of the paper describes the empirical
study and its results followed by a discussion and conclusions from the study’s findings.


The structural model of managerial effectiveness
Effective patterns of management can be defined by specific skills. Yukl (1994)
suggested that such refinement can improve our conceptualization and understanding
of management. For this study, a general structural model of managerial skill and
effectiveness was developed based on prior research (see Figure 1). For � 40 years,
management models have classified managerial skills into two general constructs –
consideration and initiating structure (Shipper and Davy, 2002). Recent meta-analysis of
prior research has shown that these models are as good as, if not better than, more
recent models of managerial effectiveness (Judge et al., 2004). After reviewing 15
taxonomies of managerial skills, Shipper and Davy (2002) identified 6 skills that are
widely recognized – participation, facilitation, recognition, planning, time emphasis
and control of details. The first three of the six skills are classified as interactive
skills and are similar to consideration behaviors noted earlier. Interactive skills, i.e.
participation, facilitation and recognition, are defined as “[…] the
abilities/behaviors required for meaningful collaboration between two or more
people concerning the work to be accomplished” (Shipper and Davy, 2002, p. 97).
The last three of the six skills are classified as initiating skills, i.e. planning, time
emphasis and controlling details, which are defined as those: “[…] managerial
behaviors required to organize and define what employees should be doing to
maximize output” (Shipper and Davy, 2002, p. 98). They focus on manager behavior
toward employees in providing guidance or initiating structure for employee tasks.
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There is evidence of skills outside the interactive and initiating classifications (Bass,
1990; Miller, 1973). To expand this study, pressuring skills (i.e. applies pressure, gets
upset, punishes) were incorporated into the model as a third construct. They are defined
as “the ability to apply the appropriate insistence for the accomplishment of goals”
(Shipper and Dillard, 2000, p. 333). This skill construct is representative of authoritarian
management. Given that in some cultures, authoritarian management may be either
more prevalent or more effective than in others, including it in this study provides a
more complete assessment of managerial skills across cultures (Miller, 1973; Shipper
and Dillard, 2000). Furthermore, this construct conceptually parallels a construct
referred to as active management by exception, included in cross-cultural research on
transformational and transactional management (Bass, 1997).


Figure 1 depicts the general structural model using the three constructs described
above and their relationship to two indicators of managerial effectiveness: employee
attitudes (affects) and performance (job performance). Based on the extant literature
(Judge et al., 2004; Shipper and Davey, 2002), the interactive, initiating and pressuring
constructs are hypothesized to have direct effects on employees’ attitudes and direct and
indirect effects on managerial performance (task). The indirect effects result from the
direct effects from the skills constructs on employees’ attitudes combined with the direct
effect of employees’ attitudes to managerial performance. In the next section, culture is
introduced to the skills-effectiveness model.


Modeling of managerial effectiveness in a cross-cultural context
This section specifically places the basic managerial skills-effectiveness model into a
multicultural setting. Culture is a central construct in the conceptual model presented
here and is defined as the pattern of shared values, attitudes and beliefs that result from


Figure 1.
Structural model
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common experiences of a group of people, and it affects their behavior (Hofstede, 2001;
Hofstede and Hofstede, 2005). Given that cultures appear to vary on a number of basic
values, attitudes and beliefs (Hofstede, 2001; Schwartz, 1994; Ronen and Shenkar, 1985),
it would follow that both work attitudes and behaviors (i.e. use of skills) are also likely
to vary across cultures. Prior cross-cultural studies have established the validity of
examining the relationship between management practices and various forms of
outcomes. For example, Hui et al. (2004) found some support for a model linking
management empowerment and job satisfaction as moderated by cultural values. Chen
and Ayree (2007) found support for culture’s moderating effect on the relationship
between management delegation, employee self-concept and a variety of outcomes (job
satisfaction, commitment, task performance and innovation). Hoffman and Shipper
(2012) found some support for cultures moderating the relationship between interactive
and controlling skills and commitment.


Drawing on these and other studies (Erez and Early, 1993), Figure 2 depicts the
conceptual relationship among skills, effectiveness and culture. Similar to the structural
model, managerial skills are posited to have a direct influence on both employee
attitudes and managerial performance as well as an indirect effect on performance as
mediated by attitudes. In the current model, culture moderates the various relationships
between skills and attitudes and skills and performance based on the research so far.
The dark arrows in the model depict the general relationships examined in this study.
The attitudes–performance relationship is not formally examined in this study.


While both affective and task/behavioral performance measures have a long
tradition in studies conducted in the USA, they also have proven to be relevant measures
of managerial effectiveness across cultures. For example, affective outcomes such as job
satisfaction (Cascio, 1974; Chen and Ayree, 2007; Hui et al., 2004; Pichler and Wallace,
2009; Smith and Peterson, 1988) and commitment (Chen and Ayree, 2007; Hoffman and
Shipper, 2012; Shipper et al., 2003) have been found to be valid indicators of managerial
effectiveness across cultures. Similarly, effectiveness measures pertaining to the
manager’s job or task performance have proven to be valid in cross-cultural studies.
Management skills/behaviors have been found to affect subordinate performance (Black


Managerial
Skills


Employee
Attitudes


Managerial
Performance


Culture


Figure 2.
The managerial skills –


effectiveness relationship
across cultures: a
conceptual model
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and Porter, 1991; Chen and Ayree, 2007) and work group performance (Hoffman and
Shipper, 2012; Shipper et al., 2003) in a variety of cultural settings. Finally, the
relationship between job satisfaction and job performance has also been impacted by
differences in cultural values (Ng et al., 2009). This leads us to our first proposition:


P1. The model of the relationship between management skills and managerial
effectiveness as depicted in Figure 1 is valid across cultures.


When a macro variable such as culture is introduced into a model at the managerial
level, it is also important to account for other possible macro-level variables that might
serve as rival hypotheses. First of all, given the individual level of analysis of the model,
there are not likely to be many macro-level variables that have a direct effect at this level
of analysis. It is possible for culture to affect behaviors at the individual level because
peoples of given cultures come into the workplace with the values and beliefs of their
respective cultures, and these, in turn, affect their behavior on the job as numerous
cross-cultural studies at this level of analysis have already demonstrated (Dorfman
et al., 1997, Hofstede, 2001; House et al., 2004). One macro-variable that might influence
the relationships at the individual level is industry (Hofstede, 2001; House et al., 2004)
because organizations and their managers often have to adopt common practices shared
within the industry. An organization level variable that also may mask culture’s impact
is that of differences in organizational cultures whose norms and beliefs are designed to
influence the behavior of their members. Other macro-societal-level variables include
economic wealth and political risk, but Smith (2002) has cautioned against attempting to
partial out say the effect of wealth because it may already be reflected in the culture’s
value system. Others have combined economic and cultural constructs in an effort to
seek an interaction between the two (Ralston et al., 1997), but as Witt (2007) points out,
this approach tends to mask cultural influences because this seeks to examine the
interaction of culture with other concepts. Thus, given the robust effect of culture found
in many comparative management studies, we will focus on industry and organization
culture as the two most plausible macro-level variables affecting the behaviors of
managers within organizations.


Managerial skills and effectiveness across cultures: some hypothesized
relationships
To better describe how culture may affect the managerial skills– effectiveness
relationships, this study draws on research that has empirically derived some value
dimensions that serve to differentiate one culture from another. This section begins by
describing the value dimensions and then identifies the cultures examined in this study.
The value dimensions are then used to help describe the differences in the managerial
skills– effectiveness relationships that are expected among the cultures under
investigation.


There have been numerous efforts to assess cross-cultural value dimensions. These
include studies by Hofstede (1980, 2001), House et al. (2004), Schwartz (1994) and
Trompenaars (1994). However, by far the most widely used framework is that developed
by Hofstede (1980) in part because it was the first large-scale study of culture and also
because reviewers of Hofstede’s work have praised it for its “rigorous research design, a
systematic data collection and a coherent theory to explain national variations”
(Sndergaard, 1994, p. 442). Moreover, most of the other value studies have yielded
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convergent results with Hofstede’s dimensions supporting their validity (Leung et al.,
2005, 2011). According to Kirkman et al. (2006), Hofstede’s (1980, 2001) work has been
the most influential in cross-cultural research for the past 40 years. Researchers
(Kirkman et al., 2006) have demonstrated also that Hofstede’s values are relevant for
additional cross-cultural research. Thus, we have adopted Hofstede’s approach in this
study; its use will also provide greater comparability with prior research.


Hofstede (1980, 1980a, 2001) identified four empirically tested values that seem to
distinguish between cultures; moreover, four of the values repeatedly have been found
to be relevant in explaining observed differences in leadership styles (Pavett and Morris,
1995) as well as managerial skills (Shipper, et al., 2003). We apply these dimensions to
examine differences in work attitudes and behavior across five country cultures. The
four dimensions are the following:


• power distance, which refers to the social stratification within a society such that
higher status individuals/groups are accorded more power and authority by those
of lower status;


• uncertainty avoidance is a society’s fear of the unknown or ambiguous situations;
• individualism (in-group collectivism), which refers to the identity of self as based


either solely on the individual or on the individual as part of a group or collective;
and


• masculinity (assertiveness), which refers to a society’s preference for competition
and outcomes (masculine values) as opposed to cooperation and process (feminine
values).


These values are used to discuss possible differences in work-related attitudes and the
use of managerial skills across cultures.


Power distance is important to the study of leadership because it deals directly with
expectations of authority – who has the power to decide what? (Hofstede and Hofstede,
2005; Offermann and Hellmann, 1997). Uncertainty avoidance norms refer to
preferences by a culture for ambiguity versus stability. They help define rules or
procedures that must be in place to attain the desired goals (Hofstede and Hofstede,
2005; Offermann and Hellmann, 1997). Individualism and masculinity affect how people
think about themselves and others in the organization rather than about the
organization (Hofstede and Hofstede, 2005).


Managers from five national cultures were selected for use in this study. They
represent a diversity of cultures based on their differences along Hofstede’s (2001)
values as demonstrated by Shipper et al. (2007). The cultures sampled include two
Western (Anglo) cultures – the American and Irish, two Far-Eastern (Ronen and
Shenkar, 1985) cultures – Malaysian and Filipino and Israeli, a culture geographically
and, in terms of its value profile, between the other two groups of cultures. According to
cluster analyses by Ronen and Shenkar (1985) and House et al. (2004), Far-Eastern
cultures are almost the opposite in terms of a variety of values and goals from
Anglo cultures and should provide therefore a strong contrast for comparative analysis.
Israeli culture proved to be independent from the seven other cultural groupings
identified by Ronen and Shenkar (1985). When examining the mappings of these five
countries on the four dimensions (Hofstede, 1980; Hofstede and Hofstede, 2005), it is
clear Israel stands out as different from the remaining four countries. Israel falls into
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completely different quadrants from the others on masculinity versus individualism,
power distance versus masculinity and masculinity versus uncertainty avoidance.
Israel only falls in a common quadrant (with the USA and Ireland) on power distance
and individualism. Even in this case, Israel is in the far opposite corner of the quadrant
than the USA, with Ireland in the middle. The values profiles of these five cultures are
summarized in Table I.


Still focusing on these mappings, it seems risky/hasty to state Far-Eastern cultures
are almost opposite in terms of a variety of values from Anglo cultures. For example, the
USA, Ireland, Malaysia and the Philippines are quite similar in their country scores and
rankings on uncertainty avoidance. The Philippines are similar to the USA and Ireland
on masculinity. These similarities make hypothesis development less clear cut.


Finally, it is important to note that our intent is to examine whether there are
differences in the relationships between managerial skills and managerial effectiveness.
As a result, we are more interested in examining culture’s role as a moderator of these
relationships than any direct effects it may have on either skills or effectiveness.
Adopting this perspective also enables us to examine if the structural model of
management effectiveness depicted in Figure 1 is valid across all cultures in the study
simultaneously as opposed to testing different pairs of relationships across cultures.
This leads us to posit the following:


P2. Culture moderates the relationships between managerial skills and effectiveness
as depicted in Figures 1 and 2.


Hypothesized relationships among skills, attitudes and effectiveness
across cultures
In this section, we describe the specific cross-cultural relationships in our model and as
indicated by P2 in the form of hypotheses that are tested with our data. We use pairs of
Hofstede’s (1980) values to explain the cultural difference in the relationships between
managerial skills and managerial effectiveness (attitudes and performance) expected in


Table I.
Cultural profiles of
nations sampled


Cultural characteristics
Nations


Ireland The USA Israel Malaysia Philippines


Cultural clusters: Ronen
and Shenkar (1985)


Anglo Anglo Independent Far Eastern Far Eastern


Classification in this
study


Western cultures Hybrida Eastern cultures


Power distance: Hofstede,
2001


Low Med. Low High High


Uncertainty avoidance:
Hofstede, 2001


Low Low-Med. High Low Low


Self-orientation: Hofstede,
2001


Individual Individual Individualistic/collectivistic Collectivistic Collectivistic


Assertiveness: Hofstede,
2001


Masculine Masculine Masculine/feminine Masculine/feminine Masculine


Note: a Israeli is classified as a “hybrid” culture here because, although House et al. (2004) found Israeli to be similar to Latin
European cultures based on their values, Ronen and Shenkar (1985) found that Israeli culture did not cluster with any
prevalent cultural group including the Latin European cultures. The latter study was based on many more values and
attitudes than the former study
Sources: Hofstede (2001); Ronen and Shenkar (1985)
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each of the five cultures examined. Pairs of values are used because Hofstede (1980)
recommended this as a parsimonious way of examining cultural differences. Moreover,
Sivakumar and Nakata (2001) suggested the use of value pairings when four or more
cultures are involved in a study. The specific pairings are based on our prior discussion
which noted that power distance and uncertainty avoidance are most related to
management behaviors because they affect perspectives on authority and control,
whereas individualism and masculinity affect how people see themselves and others
within the organization.


We first examine the possible relationships among the three management skills and
employees’ attitudes and performance for values of power distance and uncertainty
avoidance and repeat this approach for the cultural values of individualism and
masculinity. For the sake of parsimony, within each cultural pairing, we examine only
the relationship between the specific managerial skills (i.e., interactive, initiating or
pressuring) and effectiveness for which there appears to be either strong evidence or
theory suggesting that differences in the relationship between a given managerial skill
and effectiveness is to be expected. In other words, we do not investigate how each of the
four cultural values might affect each and every pairing between specific skills and
specific outcomes.


Power distance and uncertainty avoidance and outcomes
Power distance and uncertainty avoidance are critical to organizing. Power distance
defines who has the power to do what, while uncertainty avoidance addresses rules or
procedures that will be followed (Hofstede, 1983; Hofstede and Hofstede, 2005).


In high-power distance cultures, superior–subordinate relationships are more distant
and formal (Offermann and Hellmann, 1997). Leaders in high-power distance cultures
have a preference for exerting control over others (Den Hartog et al., 1999; Shin et al.,
2007). Initiating skills have been positively associated with employee affects, i.e. job
satisfaction (Birnbaum and Wong, 1985; Williams et al., 1966). Task-oriented behaviors
are associated with subordinate performance in single-culture studies (Judge et al.,
2004). Skills that initiate structure for subordinates were found to be positively related to
performance among high power distance and high uncertainty avoidance cultures
(Scandura et al., 1999; Shipper et al., 2003). These are all consistent with greater use of
initiating and pressuring skills:


H1. In high-power distance cultures, such as Malaysian and Filipino, initiating and
pressuring skills as opposed to interactive skills are more positively related to:


H1a. Employee’s attitudes; and


H1b. Managerial performance.


In the case of uncertainty avoidance, the USA, Ireland, Malaysia and the Philippines are
very similar, while Israel is significantly different from the rest (Hofstede and Hofstede,
2005). Strong theoretical relationships exist between perceptions of uncertainty and
ambiguity and aspects of decision making (Jackson and Dutton, 1988). As a result, we
expect relationships between uncertainty avoidance and leadership behaviors.
Specifically, leader participation has also been found to be positively related to
satisfaction and commitment among cultures exhibiting low uncertainty avoidance
(Rubenowitz et al., 1983). Moreover, past research has found a relationship between
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interactive skills, especially participation, to be positively associated with job
performance in cultures having low uncertainty avoidance (Scandura et al., 1999;
Shipper et al., 2003). As a result, we offer:


H2. In low uncertainty avoidance cultures, such as American, Irish, Malaysian and
Filipino, interactive skills versus initiating and pressuring skills are more
strongly and positively related to:


H2a. Employees’ attitudes and


H2b. Managerial performance.


As can be seen from these hypotheses, there are conflicts with regard to Israel, Malaysia
and the Philippines. As a result, the differences posited in H1 may be neutralized by
those posited in H2.


Individualism and masculinity and employees’ attitudes
Individualism and masculinity affect how people think about themselves and others in
the organization rather than about the organization and as a result may not have as
strong explanatory power direct impact on the skills– effectiveness relationship.


In individualistic cultures, leadership practices may allow for and expect greater
individual initiatives. There is less pressure for conformity, more freedom to question
superiors and a belief one can take action to make changes (Kirkman and Shapiro, 2001);
participation in decisions is expected to an extent. This suggests a preference for use of
interactive management skills. Managers from cultures that differ on individualism–
collectivism values have been found to differ on affective behaviors (Ramamoorthy
et al., 2007). Other studies have found that interactive skills were positively related to
managerial performance in individualist versus collectivist cultures (Scandura, et al.,
1999; Shipper et al., 2003). Thus, we propose:


H3. In individualistic cultures, such as American and Irish, interactive skills versus
initiating and pressuring skills are more strongly and positively related to:


H3a. Employees’ attitudes; and


H3b. Managerial performance.


When looking at cultures that differ on masculine–feminine values, the USA, Ireland
and the Philippines display moderate levels of masculinity. Israel and Malaysia are
classified (see Table I) as more feminine. Masculine cultures value assertiveness,
challenge and ambition. Feminine cultures place greater value on cooperation and
attention to process (Hofstede, 1991; Offermann and Hellmann, 1977). In addition, job
satisfaction (an attitude) has been found to be more strongly correlated with masculine
values (Near and Rechner, 1993). Furthermore, Shipper et al. (2003) found a positive
relationship between interactive skills and managerial performance among some
masculine cultures. These latter findings are consistent with the preference for results,
e.g. performance, in masculine cultures. As a result, we offer the following:


H4. In masculine cultures, such as the Irish, Filipino and American, initiating and
pressuring skills versus interactive skills are more strongly and positively
related to:


H4a. Employees’ attitudes;
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H4b. Employees’ attitudes; and


H4c. Managerial performance.


Methods
Sample and data collection
This study was conducted using managerial employees in a large multinational
corporation. The sample consisted of indigenous managers from five different countries:


(1) Ireland (279).
(2) Israel (392).
(3) Malaysia (654).
(4) the Philippines (487)
(5) the USA (5794).


The rationale for selecting these countries identified earlier included:
• cultural diversity as previously noted; and
• the countries provided sufficiently large sample to enable the use of simultaneous


analysis of all the relationships examined.


Furthermore, the selection of five cultures exceed the four recommended by Sivakumar
and Nakata (2001) for cross-cultural research.


As previously stated, two macro-level variables that are likely to pose rival
hypotheses in cross-cultural management research include both organization and
industry cultures (Hofstede, 2001; House et al., 2004). In both cases, “sub”-cultures are
formed via the values and norms of either differing organizations or industries. These
were controlled for through sample selection. The managers surveyed were drawn from
a single multinational firm operating in a single high-tech industry.


To decrease size bias in the statistical analysis, a one-eighth random sample (724) of
the US managers was used in the comparative analyses. Of the total sample, 25 per cent
was female. On average, the managers were 36 years old with six years of service with
the company. Correlations were run by country for the length of service in the company
and each of the measures. Of the 80 correlations, only 13 were significant. In all cases, the
significant correlations were small, ranging from 0.076 to 0.315. With the exception of
one, the correlations explained � 5 per cent of the variation in the measures. The
relatively large sample sizes may account for many of the small, but significant,
correlations (Combs, 2010). As a result, we did not feel it was necessary to control for the
length of service.


Data for this study were collected electronically via the Internet as part of an on-going
management development program. Only data from the first administration of the
Survey of Management Practices (Form LB), a 360 questionnaire, were used in this
study. Each direct report was allowed to respond in English or in the native language or
languages of the country. The procedure used for collecting the data involved the use of
a secure server and passwords for each respondent to protect anonymity. The process
was explained to all involved.


For this study, data were collected from two sources. The direct reports of each
manager were used to assess both the manager’s skills and the employees’ attitudes.
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The response rate of the direct reports was 63 per cent, with a minimum of 3, a maximum
of 8 and an average of 3.52 direct reports responding for each manager. Second, each
manager’s superior independently provided data on each manager’s performance.


Measures
Managerial skills were assessed using a structured questionnaire, The Survey of
Management Practices (Form LB) collected observations (Wilson and Wilson, 1991). It
was chosen for its comprehensive nature and psychometric soundness (Clark et al., 1992;
Leslie and Fleenor, 1998; Morrison et al., 1978; Shipper, 1995; Shipper and Davy, 2002;
Shipper and White, 1999; Van Velsor and Leslie, 1991).


Prior studies have examined the questionnaire and found its test/re-test reliability,
internal consistency, interrater reliability, construct validity and criterion validity to be
acceptable (Rosti and Shipper, 1998; Shipper, 1995; Shipper and Davy, 2002; Shipper and
White, 1999; Wilson, 1975, 1978). For example, all of the scales within the instrument
have been reported in prior studies to exceed Nunnally’s (1978) criteria of 0.70 for
reliability. In addition, the structure of the questionnaire has been found to be stable
within and across cultures (Shipper, 2004; Shipper et al., 2003). Furthermore, the
instrument has been used in other cross-cultural studies of managerial skills (Offermann
and Hellmann, 1997; Shipper, 2004; Shipper et al., 2003) and is available in a number of
languages, including Bahasa Malaysia, English, Spanish, Mandarin Simplified and
Tagalog.


The questionnaire consists of 71 items, of which 59 were used in this study. Of these
items, 48 were selected because they constitute the scales for managerial skills found in
the managerial task cycle model (Wilson et al., 1990). Seven additional items that
measure employees’ attitudes – commitment and morale – were used. Furthermore, four
other items were selected because they are indicators of managerial performance.


Operational measures. Evaluations of skills were measured using multiple-item
scales. Direct reports of each manager rated their manager on each of these scales.
Responses for each manager were aggregated as in prior research (James, 1982; James
et al., 1984; Lim and Ployhart, 2004).


Indicators of latent construct interactive skills. Encouraging upward communication
and participation skills were measured with an 8-item scale (� � 0.88, ICC1� 0.27); e.g.
“members feel free to contribute ideas”. Skills related to recognition for good
performance were measured with a 7-item scale (� � 0.95, ICC1� 0.28); e.g.
“acknowledges accomplishment of difficult goals”. Facilitating the work of others skills
were measured with a 6-item scale (� � 0.88, ICC1� 0.29); e.g. “insures that employees
have the resources needed”.


Indicators of the latent construct initiating skills. Skills related to orderly work
planning were measured with a 7-item scale (� � 0.93, ICC1� 0.34); e.g. “keeps the tasks
organized”. Skills related to time emphasis were measured with a 6-item scale (� � 0.83,
ICC1� 0.26); e.g. “insures that employees know when things are due”. Skills related to
control of details were measured with a 5-item scale (� � 0.79, ICC1� 0.40); e.g. “stays on
top of project details”.


The latent construct pressuring skills. It was measured with four items as indicators.
The four items are:


(1) punishes or yells at people when they make mistakes (ICC1� 0.34);
(2) gets upset when goals are not met (ICC1� 0.31);
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(3) seems to feel it is necessary to apply pressure to get results (ICC1� 0.35); and
(4) complains vigorously if goals are not met (ICC1� 0.32).


The latent construct employees’ attitudes. Affective commitment and morale were used
as indicators of the latent construct, employees’ attitudes. These variables have been
identified as two of the most commonly used in assessing employees’ affective reactions
in organizational studies (Brooke et al., 1988; Mathieu and Farr, 1991). These variables
were measured using scales contained within the SMP having 7-point Likert anchors.
Commitment was measured by a scale containing six items (� � 0.79, ICC1� 0.19); e.g.
“we are committed to reaching our goals”. Morale was measured by a scale containing
five items (� � 0.93, ICC1� 0.20); e.g. “I enjoy working here”.


The latent construct managerial performance. Superiors of the managers being
assessed were asked to respond to multiple items as indicators of managerial
performance. These items ask whether the manager’s work unit “works well”, “does
high quality work”, “is very productive” and “has a positive impact on the organization”.
Given that two attitudinal measures are already incorporated into the model,
performance measurement became the focus of this construct. Using the superiors to
evaluate performance of the managers avoids problems of common-source variance that
has plagued much of the research on leadership (Judge et al., 2004).


Analysis and results
As is customary, each scale was analyzed for reliability using Cronbach’s alpha. All
scales had acceptable reliability (� � 0.70). Furthermore, each scale and the items
for pressuring skills were analyzed to ensure their suitability for aggregation using
the interclass correlation coefficient (ICC1) (Lim and Ployhart, 2004). Prior research
has used intra class correlations (ICCs) ranging from 0.12 (James, 1982) to 0.22 (Lim
and Ployhart, 2004) to justify aggregation. Thus, given that the ICCs for the scales
reported earlier in this study fell within or exceeded this range, aggregating the
direct reports’ responses to the managerial skill and employee attitude scales
appears to be statistically justified.


Results
To analyze for differences in effectiveness of managerial skills on employees’ attitudes
and managerial performance, as used in one country versus another, the structural
equation modeling with latent variables was performed (intercorrelation matrices
available on request). This type of analysis provides a means of estimating structural
parameters while providing for the estimation of measurement error, reducing the
biasing effects of random and systematic errors (Williams and Hazer, 1986; Williams
and Podsakoff, 1989). The use of latent variables requires assessment of the
measurement model before testing (see Figure 3) structural linkages (Anderson and
Gerbing, 1988). This assessment seeks to empirically discriminate the theoretical
constructs of the model and to validate operational measures of the constructs.
Assessment of the measurement model is particularly important in this study in that we
are examining five samples – Irish, Israeli, Malaysian, Filipino and American. Thus, we
have to assess not only discriminant validity within each sample but also construct
validity across the five samples because of potential differences in the conceptualization
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of managerial skills, employees’ attitudes and managerial performance across cultures
(Brett et al., 1997; Yukl, 2002).


Multi-sample structural equation analysis allows all of the paths between constructs and
the respective indicators for Irish, Israeli, Malaysian, Filipino and American samples to be
assessed simultaneously while testing for significant differences among the five samples.
Single sample analyses were performed first to identify the best-fitting measurement model
for each country sample. Best-fit models for each sample were incorporated into the
multi-sample analysis used as the basis for testing for invariance across samples (Byrne,
1994, pp. 163-175). The assessment of the measurement model and the structural model were
performed using the goodness-of-fit indices, normed fit index, non-normed fit index and
comparative fit index to determine the appropriateness of the tested model. Then, based on
the LaGrange Multiplier test, cross-group equality constraints were released one at a time
until no further improvements could be made (Bentler, 1989).


With the measurement model identified across the five samples, equation modeling
software (EQS) structural modeling tests were performed to evaluate the theoretical


Figure 3.
Measurement model
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model. Beginning with single sample analyses, baseline models were established for
each group. Using these baseline models, multi-sample analysis was conducted testing
the equality of all path estimates as well as covariance estimates and factor loadings (as
determined by the measurement model analysis) that were significant in at least two of
the five groups. Using the LaGrange multiplier test, cross-group equality constraints
were dropped until no significant improvement in fit could be obtained (Bentler, 1995).


As with a single sample analysis, it was necessary to develop sequentially nested
structural models for the multi-sample analysis to which the theoretical model was
compared. The sequential chi-square difference test (SCDT) determines which
structural model more adequately fits the sample data. A significant SCDT indicates a
loss of fit, and the path has to be put back in the model. A non-significant SCDT indicates
there was no loss of fit, and the more parsimonious (more constrained) model should be
accepted (Anderson and Gerbing, 1988; James et al., 1982). In this study, the first
sequential model was the least restricted theoretical model. Successive sequential model
constrained the path from interactive (initiating and then pressuring) skills to
managerial performance to zero, thus providing a clear test for a direct relationship
between the two constructs. When a significant chi-square difference occurs, testing of
this sequence is stopped and the less restricted model in the pair-wise comparison is
accepted as the best fitting model (James, et al., 1982). Once the best fitting model was
identified, the final test consisted of examining individual parameter estimates for
significance.


Results for the measurement model
The baseline tests of the measurement model for each of the five countries indicated the
theoretical model provided a good fit to the data. All path coefficients from the latent
constructs to their manifest indicators were significant at p � 0.05. Furthermore, the
multi-sample analysis of the full model indicated the five factor model provided a good
fit to the data. All of the goodness-of-fit indicators exceeded the 0.90 minimum
recommended by Bentler (1990). Thus, P1 is supported regarding the validity of the
model across cultures.


The LaGrange Multiplier test indicated 16 cross-group equality constraints needed to
be dropped. These are summarized in Tables II and III. For example, for Ireland, these
included:


• the path coefficient from pressuring skills – applies pressure;
• the path coefficient from pressuring skills – punishes;
• the covariance between interactive skills and initiating skills;
• the covariance between initiating skills and employees’ attitudes; and
• the covariance between pressuring skills and employees’ attitudes.


The number of equality constraints released for each of the other cultures was as
follows: Israeli – 4, Malaysian – 1, Filipino and American – 3 each. Releasing these
equality constraints across groups did not result in the loss of significant paths
between the latent constructs and their respective indicator variables. The
covariance between interactive and pressuring skills for Malaysia was
non-significant. The fit indices for this final model were: NFI � 0.912; NNFI � 0.924;
and CFI � 0.928.
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Despite finding support for the model across the five cultures, the following differences
were identified. The path coefficient from initiating skills to time emphasis is
significantly stronger for the Philippines than the remaining four countries. Three other
path differences are identified in Table II as denoted by the bold and italicized standard
path coefficients. Table III reveals differences in covariances in the measurement model.
For example, the covariances between interactive and initiating skills for Malaysia and
the Philippines are equal and significantly stronger than the remaining three. Five
additional covariance differences from the measurement model are displayed in the
table.


Analysis of the theoretical model
With the measurement model identified across the five samples, EQS structural
modeling tests were conducted to evaluate the theoretical model in Figure 1. As with a


Table II.
Path statistics from the
measurement model by
culture


Constructs Latent variables
Path
coefficients


Cultures
Irish


n � 279
Israeli


n � 392
Malaysian
n � 654


Filipino
n � 467


American
n � 724


Interactive skills (A) Participation Unstandardized 0.917 0.917 0.917 0.917 0.917
Standardized 0.886a 0.881 0.915 0.937 0.915


(B) Facilitation Unstandardized 1.100 1.100 1.100 1.100 1.100
Standardized 0.964 0.954 0.960 0.984 0.964


(C) Recognition Unstandardized 1.00b 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Standardized 0.886 0.840 0.897 0.887 0.865


Initiating skills (D) Planning Unstandardized 1.022 1.022 1.022 1.022 1.022
Standardized 0.904 0.910 0.944 0.949 0.903


(E) Time emphasis Unstandardized 0.768 0.768 0.768 0.849c 0.768
Standardized 0.875 0.878 0.894 0.930 0.891


(F) Control of details Unstandardized 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Standardized 0.855 0.888 0.944 0.919 0.831


Pressuring skills (G) Punishes Unstandardized 0.675 0.849 0.849 0.849 0.533
Standardized 0.773 0.763 0.676 0.658 0.687


(H) Gets upset Unstandardized 0.850 0.697 0.850 0.850 0.850
Standardized 0.772 0.687 0.717 0.752 0.763


(I) Applies pressure Unstandardized 0.969 0.814 0.814 0.704 0.814
Standardized 0.810 0.703 0.688 0.679 0.736


(J) Complains Unstandardized 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Standardized 0.820 0.889 0.815 0.808 0.898


Employees’ attitudes (K) Morale Unstandardized 1.110 1.110 1.110 1.110 1.110
Standardized 0.917 0.925 0.914 0.925 0.913


(L) Commitment Unstandardized 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Standardized 0.969 0.976 0.950 0.940 0.964


Managerial
effectiveness


(M) Works well Unstandardized 0.897 0.897 0.897 0.897 0.897
Standardized 0.868 0.867 0.855 0.896 0.897


(N) High quality Unstandardized 0.931 0.931 0.931 0.931 0.931
Standardized 0.889 0.863 0.882 0.909 0.896


(O) Very productive Unstandardized 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990
Standardized 0.893 0.895 0.873 0.915 0.906


(P) Positive impact Unstandardized 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Standardized 0.862 0.843 0.856 0.853 0.866


Notes: �2 � 2805.066, df 564, � � 0.00001; NFI � 0.912; NNFI � 0.924; CFI � 0.928; a all coefficients of non-fixed indicator
variables were significant at 0.05 or less; b one indicator variable of each construct must be fixed to establish the scale of the
construct; c Paths that are italicized are significantly different than other paths for that latent variable.
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single sample analysis, it was necessary to develop sequentially nested structural
models for the multi-sample analysis to which the theoretical model was compared.


The theoretical model provided a good fit to the data for all five countries in support
of our first propositions. The theoretical model was then tested for all five country
samples simultaneously. Again, this model provided a good fit to the data. The
LaGrange Multiplier tests indicated three equality constraints to be released. These
were the path from interactive skills to attitudes for Israel and the paths from initiating
skills to attitudes for Malaysia and the USA.


Then, the nested sequence of models was tested. The path from interactive skills to
managerial performance was constrained to 0 for all groups. The SCDT was
non-significant (4.055; 2 df), indicating this path could be dropped. The next sequential
model constrained the path from initiating skills to managerial performance for all five
groups. Again, the SCDT was not significant (3.992; 2 df), indicating support for
dropping this path from the model. Finally, the path from pressuring skills to
managerial performance was constrained to 0. In this case, the SCDT was significant
(6.511; 2 df), indicating this path must remain in the model. The fit indices for this
reduced model were NFI � 0.943, NNFI � 0.952 and CFI � 0.958.


Results for the theoretical model
The paths in Figure 1 from the managerial skills to employees’ attitudes labeled A, B
and C are relationships relevant to hypotheses 1a through 4a that relate managerial
skills to attitudes. Table IV reports the results for those paths. The paths D, E and F from
managerial skills to performance in Figure 1 relate to H1b through H4b pertaining to the
relationship between managerial skills and performance. These are tested by comparing
the appropriate standardized coefficients across paths D, E and F in Table IV.


Table III.
Covariances from the


measurement model by
culture


Covariances


Cultures
Irish


n � 279
Israeli


n � 392
Malaysian
n � 654


Filipino
n � 467


American
n � 724


Co12 Interactive skills-initiating skills 0.908 0.901 0.966 0.966 0.908
Co13 Interactive skills-pressuring skills �0.191 �0.114 0.037N/S 0.082 �0.191


Co14
Interactive skills-employees’
attitudes 0.900 0.851 0.900 0.900 0.900


Co15
Interactive skills-managerial
effectiveness 0.457 0.457 0.457 0.457 0.457


Co23 Initiating skills-pressuring skills 0.173 0.173 0.173 0.173 0.079


Co24
Initiating skills-employees’
attitudes 0.861 0.891 0.891 0.891 0.891


Co25
Initiating skills-managerial
effectiveness 0.456 0.456 0.456 0.456 0.456


Co34
Pressuring skills-employees’
attitudes �0.098 0.077 0.077 0.077 �0.098


Co35
Pressuring skills-managerial
effectiveness �0.050 �0.050 �0.050 �0.050 �0.050


Co45
Employees’ attitudes-managerial
effectiveness 0.503 0.503 0.503 0.503 0.503


Notes: All covariances significant at 0.05 or less, except where noted; covariances that are italicized are significantly
different from the same covariance from a different culture.
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Table IV.
Statistics from the
structural model by
culture
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H1a examined the relationship between initiating and pressuring skills and employees’
attitudes and is not supported. Path B for initiating skills is positive and significant
across all five cultures; moreover, Malaysia, a high power distance culture had a
somewhat stronger relationship than three other cultures providing some support to the
hypothesis. However, the USA, a low power distance country also had a stronger
relationship between initiating structure and attitudes contrary to the hypothesis.


Although the covariances for the relationship between pressuring skills and
employees’ attitudes were modestly negative in Ireland and the USA (lower power
distance cultures), the more rigorous test within the structural model, path C failed to
support H1b; none of the path coefficients between pressuring skills and attitudes were
significant across all five cultures. H1b – initiating skills are not significantly related to
performance in any of the five cultures contrary to the hypothesis; see path E in
Table IV. Pressuring skills are significant, but negatively related to performance, path F
in Table IV, contrary to the hypothesis. Thus, there was minor support for H1a for
initiating skills in one of the two high power distance cultures and no support for the
remaining paths in H1a nor for H1b.


H2a regarding the positive relationship between interactive skills and employees’
attitudes in Ireland, Israel, Malaysia and the USA is partially supported by the positive
coefficients for this path (A, Table IV) for those cultures, but there was also a strong
positive coefficient for the Philippines contrary to the hypothesis. Comparing the
coefficients in path A to B, there is support for the hypothesis, as all of the coefficients for
interactive skills are larger than those for initiating skills, but this is also true for the
Philippines, contrary to the hypothesis. The lack of significance for path C pressuring
skills and attitudes also failed to support the hypothesis.


H2b is not supported, as interactive skills are not significantly related in any of the
five cultures, path D. Thus, there was partial support for H2a regarding stronger
relationships between interactive skills and attitudes especially in comparison to
initiating skills for all five cultures.


H3a pertaining to interactive skills (vs initiating and pressuring skills) being more
positively related to employees’ attitudes for individualist cultures, such as American
and Irish is tested by comparing the standardized path coefficients between path A and
path B and between path A and path C for the two appropriate cultures. Based on these
comparisons, H3a is supported for the USA and Ireland. However, the other three
cultures also had stronger relationships for interactive skills and attitudes, contrary to
the hypothesis. Regarding the H3b and the relationship between interactive skills and
performance among individualistic cultures, an examination of path D reveals no
significant relationship across all five cultures, contrary to the hypothesis.
Consequently, there is no need to compare path D to paths E and F.


H4a examines the relationship between initiating and pressuring skills and attitudes
among masculine cultures such as Irish, American and Filipino. Path B relating
initiating skills to attitudes are all positive and significant, and while that for American
is stronger than the other cultures so is the coefficient for Malaysian, a culture having
lower masculine values, contrary to the hypothesis. Moreover, all of the coefficients for
initiating skills in path B are less than those in path A for interactive skills contrary to
the hypothesis. There is no support for H4a for initiating skills. Furthermore, the results
for pressuring skills in path C are all non-significant. H4b concerning the stronger
relationship between initiating and pressuring skills and performance is also not
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supported. The coefficients in path E relating initiating skills to performance is
non-significant as is that for interactive skills, so this part of the hypothesis is not
supported for initiating skills. Pressuring skills are significantly but negatively related
to performance in all five cultures (path F), contrary to H4b.


Overall, few differences were found in the skills–attitude relationship across the five
cultures. Two of the three sets of managerial skills were found to have a positive and
significant impact on employees’ attitudes in all five cultures. Moreover, whereas, both
interactive and initiating skills have a positive impact on employees’ attitudes, neither
directly impact managerial performance. Conversely, while the use of pressuring skills
seems to have no impact on employees’ attitudes, those same skills have a negative
impact on managerial performance. Thus, P2 regarding the cross-cultural differences in
the managerial skills-effectiveness model is generally not supported. These results
appear to be fairly universal for the five cultures examined and provide strong
reinforcement for many of the basic managerial principles as they apply both inside and
outside the USA.


Discussion and conclusions
“What are the attributes of effective multicultural managers in the 21st century?” The
answer to that question may not be that managers need to be flexible and responsive to
the cultural values and norms prevailing in each environment to achieve results. There
are four major conclusions based on our results. First, the model of managerial
skill-effectiveness of the type suggested by Shipper and Davy (2002) does appear to be
valid in cross-cultural settings in support of P1. Thus, at least with respect to specifying
the fundamental relationships, these appear to be relevant across cultures.


Second, the results did not support the arguments that different skill sets are
necessary to be an effective manager in different cultures, contrary to P2. Thus, contrary
to the body of research that suggests the need to manage to culture (Hofstede, 2001;
House et al., 2004), our results reveal a consistent pattern of skills that seem to reinforce
the need for the same “basic” management skills in each culture. Despite these findings,
some differences do exist, as discussed in a subsequent paragraph.


Third, managerial skills appear to have a direct impact on employees’ attitude, and
these are consistently positive. Both interactive and initiating skills were positively and
significantly related to employees’ attitudes, but not to performance. These findings are
consistent with meta-analysis based on data that grew out of the Ohio State Studies
(Judge et al., 2004) and the model tested by Shipper and Davy (2002).


Finally, the study reveals the advantage of using structural equation modeling in
cross-cultural research. This technique requires multicultural confirmatory factor
analysis which confirms the structure of the measurement model across cultures before
proceeding to testing the theoretical model. Thus, the use of structural equation
modeling ensures that the results are not an artifact of the instrument used. The use of
multicultural structural equations modeling also represents a more direct test for
differences across cultures than the usual regression-based methods (Ng et al., 2011).


There were some significant differences among the cultures, though not as
hypothesized. For example, interactive skills were not as strongly related to attitudes in
Israeli culture as they were in the other four cultures. Initiating skills were more strongly
related to attitudes in Malaysian and American cultures compared to the other three
cultures, providing evidence of cross-cultural relationships. The lack of any significant
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relationships between interactive or initiating skills and managerial performance
among all five cultures was a little more puzzling. Pressuring skills were significantly
and negatively related to performance across all cultures. Overall, the
conceptualizations of the constructs appear to be consistent across the five cultures
included in this study. Furthermore, the relationships between interactive skills,
initiating skills, employees’ attitudes and managerial performance extended those
reported by Davy and Shipper (2002) across four additional cultures.


A search for new insights
This study began with the assumption that effective management translates into better
employee morale, stronger employee commitment and the achievement of high quality,
productive, organizational results. Further, the authors contended that effective
management is the result of a manager’s ability to put into action certain key skills
necessary to accomplish results through the efforts of employees. The key questions this
study attempted to answer centered on the cultural relevancy of what constitutes
“effective skills”. This study expected to identify those effective skill patterns through
differential relationships between skills and employees’ attitudes and between skills
and performance across different cultures. Because different cultures value and expect
different interactions between managers and employees, it was logical to expect
managerial skills to be valued differently as well.


An important issue identified by this research is the differential impact that
managerial skills had on attitudes versus performance. The skills–attitudes
relationships were strongly supported across cultures for both interactive and initiating
skills, but not for pressuring skills. In both cases, the relationship was positive. These
results support the vast leadership literature (Bass, 1990; Yukl, 1994) on the importance
of behaviors providing structure as well as consideration to employees and that both
sets of skills are important. However, these findings were not supported when these
same skills were related to managerial performance. Using analysis of covariance and
structural equation modeling (SEM) techniques, where relationships can be tested
simultaneously may help explain the relationships. Looking at both the covariances in
Table III and the results in Table IV, one may be able to discern additional conclusions
not hypothesized. In Table III, the covariances for both interactive (Co15) and initiating
skills (Co25) and performance are both moderately positive and consistent across all
cultures suggesting uniformity. Furthermore, the relationships between employees’
attitudes (Co45) and managerial performance are also moderately positive and consistent
across cultures. This suggests that these relationships are relevant, but also invariant
across cultures. Finally, looking at path G in Table IV, the path linking attitudes to
performance as also depicted in Figure 1 reveals significant and fairly similar positive
coefficients across all cultures. Collectively, these results reveal that the
skills–performance relationship is both positive and relevant across these cultures.
However, the skills–performance relationship is mediated through attitudes rather than
having a direct relationship, both of which are depicted in the model in Figure 1, as
opposed to cross-cultural models that view performance as having a direct effect on
performance separate from affect (Chen and Ayree, 2007; Hoffman and Shipper, 2012).
This suggests that in a cross-cultural model of management effectiveness, the mediating
relationship of affect on the skills–performance relationship may be more relevant than
direct effects of skills on performance.
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The only significant results for performance were the direct effects of Pressuring
skills, and this relationship was consistently negative across all five cultures. This
seems to support the conclusions of House et al. (2004) that there are some management
behaviors that are perceived to be negative across cultures and therefore their use
should be avoided. The literature is filled with words of caution for managers about
using punishment in dealing with employees. There is a growing body of research
establishing the costs and outcomes of bullying bosses, such as increased turnover,
lower job and life satisfaction and lower commitment (Tepper, 2000). These results add
lower job performance to the consequences of bullying behavior by bosses in all five
cultures examined. This finding appears to hold even in cultures (Malaysian and
Filipino) known to accept strong authority figures.


Finally, while the present results show a fair amount of consistency across cultures,
there were some differences in the managerial skills–attitudes relationship. These
differences may be due to the need for managers to make up for certain deficiencies. In
a recent study across 50 countries, Hoffman and Shipper (2012) found that using
management skills that appeared to be more consistent with the local culture was
effective when the manager’s skills were not very strong. There is certainly an
opportunity to explore these anomalies in future research.


Limitations
As with any study, there are some obvious limitations. First, we have not examined all
the skills that might be included in a model of management. The skills examined here do
not include many of the skills that have been described as transformational in nature
(Bass, 1997). Yet, recent research has questioned whether the addition of those skills has
increased our understanding of management (Judge et al., 2004). Furthermore, we used
a coarse-grained measure of culture, cultural profiles. This may account for the
inconsistent cross-cultural differences observed. These cross-cultural differences
cannot be explained by the limited set of cultural values considered in this research.
Studies using specific measures of cultural values and belief would provide a more
fine-grained approach to seek out cultural differences if any exist in skills– effectiveness
relationships. Another limitation of this study is that the primary statistical techniques
used, structural equations modeling, does not account for possible curvilinear
relationships. At least one cross-cultural study has found curvilinear relationships
between managerial skills and managerial performance (Shipper, 2004). The reported
differences in the skills– effectiveness relationship across cultures in prior research are
based on research that relied heavily on analytical techniques, such as correlation and
analysis of variance. Using analysis of covariance and SEM techniques, where
relationships can be tested simultaneously and measurement error properly captured,
very few significant differences across cultures remain. Instead, the overall pattern of
results is quite consistent, both in sign and magnitude.


Given that the data were collected from one large multinational organization in one
industry, the convergent forces might outweigh the divergent forces; the corporate
culture might dominate the various national cultures. However, other studies (Ford and
Ismail, 2006) using samples of managers from several organizations have found a
growing convergence of managerial values and practices in certain regions indicating
that using a single organization may not necessarily bias or limit these results. These
results seem to reflect that cultural convergence (similarity) is most likely to occur in
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person–work relationships (Webber, 1969) as management education and practices
become shared around the world. In other words, the implicit model of good
management held by individuals may be more universal than expected today (Bass,
1997).


A pattern emphasizing the basics of sound management
Overall, the results of this study challenge the conventional advice given to expatriate
managers to adopt the dominant management pattern of the local culture to be effective.
Two of the skills sets used in this study, interactive and initiating skills, closely
resemble categories of leader behavior prevalent throughout the literature and an
integral part of leadership theories, employee motivation and other management
concerns. Furthermore, some implications for practice suggest that interactive and
initiating skills are important attributes of successful managers (Judge et al., 2004)
within the USA and, as this study shows, in other countries as well. Training programs
for managers in multinational firms should emphasize the importance of these two sets
of skills because both skills sets independently have a direct and positive impact on
employees’ attitudes.


By the same token, such programs should seek to provide managers with
alternatives to using pressuring skills which were found to have a universally negative
impact. For example, proper development programs in the use of Bass’s (1997) active
management by exception might be a possible training approach.


A positive link between employees’ attitudes and managerial performance, though
not included in this study, also emerges as being consistent across cultures. Thus,
managers need to be made aware that their successful use of certain skills has a positive
impact on employee attitudes which, in turn, may have a positive impact on how their
performance is evaluated. Committed and satisfied employees may indeed be more
productive for a given manager.


A look at future research
With all three types of managerial skills, the expected cultural differences did not
appear. This could be because the differences do not exist in a meaningful sense with the
particular constructs tested in this study, as argued above. Or perhaps the fact that
multinationals are increasingly using similar structures, technologies and management
training may have contributed to this convergence of skills across cultures. Clearly,
more research will be needed to fully understand these results. Possible studies to test
the validity of these results would be to examine cultural differences across two or more
multinational firms using a greater variety of cultures and more direct measures of
culture similar to that used by Hoffman and Shipper (2012). Such an analysis would be
quite complex in terms of controlling for corporate differences to sort out cultural
differences. Other direct extensions of this study would be to examine other skill sets
managers use that are (potentially) effective; developmental skills (e.g., coaching) would
be an example. Similarly, there are skills that may be effective at times and ineffective at
other times, e.g. pressuring skills (Wilson et al., 1990).


Looking beyond the obvious extensions, there appears to be the need to examine
other factors that may enhance or limit the universality of management skills, such as
skill deficiencies and the manager’s own values. Furthermore, more cross-cultural work
needs to be performed on measures of management performance as opposed to affects;
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what are the best performance indicators across cultures? Similarly examining the
employee affect–performance relationship would also yield some more insights into the
complex relationships between managerial skills and effectiveness. In the final analysis,
the goal of this type of research is to provide managers of MNCs with the proper skills to
yield effective outcomes for their organizations.
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